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Introduction
Let b(t), 05 I< 03, denote Brownian motion with unknown positive drift p and continuous sample paths. Then the expected time to reach a given level I is I/,u, so that estimation of 0= l/p is of interest. Natural estimators for ,D and 1!9 based on %[ = cr(b(.s); O<s< t) are
The problem of setting a fixed width confidence interval for 19 will be considered. Specifically, a stopping time c will be sought such that for all ,DE(O, 03),
P,(Q E [e, -h, 0[ + h]) = y,
where h, the desired half width of the interval, and y, the desired coverage probability, are set by the investigator. By Slutsky's theorem, fi(B, -0) * N(0, e4) as t-m, for any ,uE (O,m) . From this approximation, I& -0 1~ h) = 1 -2@(-h fi/e2) which equals if = where y)) @ is In Section 2, the performance of rh and the associated confidence interval is studied as h 10, or equivalently as a + 03. Since 6'+ 00 as p 10, there is concern that approximations for coverage probabilities may break down for p near zero. Perhaps surprisingly this is not the case: Theorem 2.1 shows that coverage probabilities for the confidence intervals based on Th converge to y uniformly for ,U in any bounded subset of (0, a~) (actually uniformity holds over sets which grow quickly). In Section 3, the optimality of r,, is addressed. If competing stopping times &, have coverage converging to y, then Ep [h cannot be better than E,T,, asymptotically. The use of sequential methods to produce a uniform limit theorem, where fixed sample size procedures cannot, has been studied by Lai and Siegmund (1983) and Siegmund (1982) in other contexts.
Performance of 7

Let
The main result may now be stated. [a,41q4} U {0~4>q4,r<r~t}.
The density for or under Pp is well known -see Section 3.2 of Siegmund (1985) for a derivation based on likelihood methods, or Section 7.3 of Karlin and Taylor (1975) Also, for all O<p(la' and a>e4, Pp l
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Proof. For the first assertion, let r1/4 2+xq.
P a
The last expression is at most 1 -@p(x) since
For the second assertion, assume e4sa< m and O<,u~a' and let By Lemma 2.2 with r=q4 and first principles,
+P,{7=q4} (2.3)
r3(1-@(a~-p$))+
The first term here is easy to bound: since pula',
The argument g(s) = as1'4 -p fi of @ in the integral in (2.3) is a quadratic function of s"~ which achieves its maximum at s,, = (a/(2,u))4 and decreases for srs,. Since g(t)=L-I+&120 IITL and since @ is decreasing on (0, co), @(g(s) )s@(g(t)) for SE (s,,, t). Therefore
?-l ,
( > fi
To simplify this bound, note that x2@(x-1) has derivative -x(x+ 1)(x-2)@(x-1) which is negative for x>2. Since a>e4 gives fi>2, su X? a7 Yp x*@(x-1) = arp$(jiii-1).
Consequently, since ,LI 5 a' implies ,u < a/q and a/fi > fi,
To bound the integral in (2.3) over s~(yl~,.s~), note that for SSS~, g(s)= a~"~( 1 -~s"~/a) 1 a~"~(1 -,~&'~/a) = a~"~/2 L 0. Hence 
Optimality of z
In this section the asymptotic optimality of r will be studied as h -+ 0. The main result, Theorem 3.1, shows that r is asymptotically optimal for a class of stopping problems under a wide class of prior distributions.
From this, if ch are competing stopping times for which for all ,D E (0,03), then
for any nondegenerate, compact subinterval CC (0, m) (no matter how small).
In the sequel, P will denote probability under a Bayesian model in which ,D is a random variable with prior density 5. The key to showing optimality of r is to find a stopping problem for which r is the solution. This idea is developed for fixed width interval estimation of a normal mean in Woodroofe (1986) . Here such a stopping problem may be constructed by letting the loss for stopping at time t be L+(t) = KZ{ 1 e, -8 1 L h} + th2p4, where 
K=c/@(c). The risk of a stopping time < is then rhh(i) = E&A0
Theorem 3.1. 
Suppose r is absolutely continuous on R with support a subset of [jq,,p,], O<~,,<,LQ<CO and that 5 hasfinite Fisher information, i.e., E(r'(,~)/r(p)
)
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Hence the main issue proving Theorem 3.1 is justifying the approximation (3.3). A key tool is the integration by parts formula in the following proposition which extends Lemma 1 of Stein (1986) . For a proof see Section 4 of . Our notation identifies measures v with the corresponding linear operator in the usual way: vf= jfdv.
Let GJ$ denote the class of all measurable functions g such that sup,,(_,,,,g(x)/(l+ IxIP)<w, and let ~=u,,, <x~.
Proposition 3.2 (Stein's identity).
Suppose dT= f d@, f is absolutely continuous on R and
for some integer p 2 0. Then
The linear operator U that appears in this lemma has a number of nice properties.
By Lemma 3 of Stein (1986) 
